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INTRODUCTION

The human head is an important site for heat exchange in both hot and cold environments. Under hyperthermic
conditions, a liquid-cooled cap can slow the rise of core temperature and improve subjective comfort (I). Many
authors interpret head cooling as a component of overall body heat balance with strong sensory effects (1,2), but
others invoke "selective brain cooling" (SBC) (3,4). Resolution of this disagreement has implications for the
design of environmental control systems, cooling garments. and head enclosures for persons working under
hostile conditions. In addition. SBC could provide a useful tool for clinical medicine and has recently been
proposed as a key to evolution of the large human cerebral cortex (5).

Mammals with SBC generally have one or more of the following characteristics: Panting respirations in heat;
elaborate nasal structures or large ears to increase heat loss from the head; specialized vascular sites for heat
exchange between the arterial supply to the brain and cooled venous blood (6). Humans have none of these
characteristics, but it has been asserted that SBC is nevertheless provided by blood from the face and scalp which
is said to drain inward through the skull. removing heat from the brain surface and/or cooling the blood supply
to the brain (4). Since brain temperature (Thr) cannot be directly measured in humans. SBC has been inferred
from behavioral measurements or from decreases in the temperature of the tympanic membrane (Tty) (3,4).
However, there are compelling reasons for dOUbting that Tty represents Thr dliring thennal stress (2).

METHODS

Review of the literature supporting SBC in humans demonstrates a Jack of quantitative analysis. We approached
this problem by modeling steady-state heat exchange as it affects the human head, using techniques developed by
Wissler in modeling whole·body thennoregulation (7). The head was modeled in as a hemisphere containing
four layers which represent the skin, skull. superficial cortex and white matteI: Established values from the
literature were used to define for each layer its thickness. thermal conductivity, metabolic heat production, and
perfusion rate. Input variables include central arterial temperature (Tar), dry bulb temperature (Tdb). air
movement and evaporative cooling; the base of the hemisphere was assumed to be at T~. The model assumes
that blood and tissue come to thermal equilibrium in the capillary bed and that there is little heat exchange with
larger vessels. The fmite-difference method was used to calculate tissue temperatures.

As a preliminary project, we modeled heat exchange at the two sites which are said to allow arteriovenous heat
exchange for SBC in humans: 1) The cavernous sinus. where a 2-cm section of the common carotid artery
passes through a pool of venous blood; 2) The juxtaposition of the carotid artery and jugular vein for about 20
cm in the neck. Heat exchange in these areas was modeled using standard mathematical techniques (NTU
effectiveness method) (8) and assumptions favoring heat transfeI:

RESULTS

Modeling shows that only negligible amounts of heat can be removed from the carotid artery in the cavernous
sinus due to its short length. while countercurrent exchange in the neck is limited by the small area available for
heat transfer between parallel vessels of large size. Considered together. the two arteriovenous mechanisms
could provide no meaningful cooling of the arterial supply to the brain. Specifically, given an initial
arteriovenous temperature difference of 3.0 DC. blood in the carotid artery would be cooled by 0.03 DC. The head
model therefore was based on the assumption that the temperature of the blood supply to the brain is at Thr.

The head model was run for the following range of conditions: Tar = 37 and 40 DC, Tdb = 10-40 DC, air
movement =0-30 mos·l, and sweat evaporation rates = 0-500 gom-2oh-l . For an arterial temperature of 37 DC.
brain temperatures remained at or below 37.4 DC with even the hottest environmental conditions (Tdb = 40 DC,
high wind. no evaporation). Introduction of evaporative cooling slightly reduced the temperature of the
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superficial cortex, but failed to affect deep brain temperature. When Tar was elevated to 40°C to represent
systemic hyperthermia, brain temperatures again approximated arterial temperature even in the hottest

environment. On the other hand, cold conditions (Tar = 37 °C, Tdb = 10°C, wind = 3 mos'1), reduced
superficial cortical temperanue to 36.3 °C while deep Thr remained slightly above Tar at 37.1°C.

CONCLUSIONS

Modeling confmns that the brain thermoregulates much as do other metabolically active organs which are
subject to circulatory cooling: The blood supply which supports a given level of oxygen uptake is also adequate
to remove the major metabolic byproducts, C02 and heat. The model indicates that in humans (and other
primates) Thr is largely determined by Tar and only slightly exceeds the latter; brain temperature is not much
affected by environmental heat load. This fits with the classical concept that systemic thermoregnlation is
governed in part by hypothalamic temperanue, which closely follows Ta:.

We conclude that no special mechanism is needed to protect the brain from overheating under physiological
conditions. The possibility of meaningful SBC in humans is minimized due to the limited surface area
available for evaporative cooling and the absence of specialized strucnues for arteriovenous thermal exchange.
Furthermore, if SBC were vital to human thermoregulation, then workers should not be able to tolerate
conditions which prevent head cooling and/or impose radiant heating to the face as is common in certain
industrial settings. We believe that the findings reported in the literature as evidence for SBC can be explained
in terms of local cooling effects, systemic heat exchange, and sensory inputs (9); to invoke SBC thus violates
Occam's razor by introducing unnecessary complications.

Although the head represents less than 10% of body surface area, a variety of studies indicate the importance of
face and scalp temperature for human comfort. This may have important implications for performance of
complex tasks, especially in multistress industrial and military environments. In addition, heat loss from the
head under cold conditions represents a significant thermoregulatory challenge which we shall address with
further modeling of superficial tissues and their circulation.
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